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ECGD’s name

In November 2011 the Export Credits Guarantee Department (ECGD) adopted the
operating name UK Export Finance. The reason was to convey ECGD’s purpose
better to UK businesses that are unfamiliar with its products and services. The
statutory name Export Credits Guarantee Department remains the Department’s
legal name. A new logo which incorporated both names was adopted.
The primary purpose of this Annual Report and Accounts is to report to Parliament
on the activities of ECGD; hence the name, ECGD, is used throughout.
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Minister’s Foreword

Minister’s Foreword
I am pleased to introduce ECGD’s Annual Report and Accounts
for 2011-12, which have now been laid before Parliament.
During the year ECGD adopted a new operating name, UK Export
Finance; its statutory name remains the Export Credits Guarantee
Department. This change was made in the context of decisions
taken in the previous year to broaden ECGD’s business domain
and to expand its product range. Formerly ECGD principally
supported the export of capital and semi-capital equipment
and related services; it now supports the export of all goods and services.
UK Export Finance introduced new products to assist UK exporters, particularly small
and medium-sized enterprises, who are unable to obtain the credit insurance or trade
finance they need from the private market. These changes mean it is now providing
support to exporters who have not previously used its services. The new operating
name better conveys its purpose. To promote better knowledge of its new products
among UK businesses, UK Export Finance will be intensifying its market awareness
activity in 2012-13.
In 2011-12 UK Export Finance supported business of over £2.3 billion through its
traditional guarantee and insurance products. Although its customer base for these
products is relatively small, many companies, including SMEs, indirectly benefit from
this support through the supply chains of the prime exporters, including companies in
the commercial aerospace, oil and gas, construction, steel, transportation and process
engineering sectors. In particular I highlight the support provided for exports to Brazil,
a market where the Government aims to improve the UK’s export performance and
where UK Export Finance supported a steel project for US$270 million and agreed
a US$1 billion line of credit to finance future supplies to Petrobras, the state-owned
oil company.
The Prime Minister launched the Government’s ‘Exporting for Growth’ challenge in
November 2011 and the Government has now set an ambitious goal to increase
exports to £1 trillion per annum by 2020. UK Export Finance has a part to play in
helping to achieve that goal. It is now working more closely with UKTI, including on
the latter’s High Value Opportunities initiative, which seeks to identify large projects
overseas and to encourage and help UK companies to compete for them. UK Export
Finance complements this initiative through supporting the provision of export
finance to enable buyers and project sponsors to procure supplies from the UK.
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I look to the Department to continue its good work to support exports and thereby
help achieve the Government’s ambition to improve the UK’s export performance and
I am grateful for the commitment of UK Export Finance staff over this past year.

Lord Green of Hurstpierpoint
Minister of State for Trade and Investment
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Chief Executive’s Foreword
In 2011-12 UK Export Finance supported £2.32 billion of
business by way of issuing guarantees and insurance policies to
banks and exporters. Premium income was £85 million. Claims
paid were £6 million and recoveries were £128 million.
The mainstay of UK Export Finance’s business is related to
supporting the export of capital and semi-capital goods and
related services financed by way of medium/long-term loans,
provided by commercial banks to overseas buyers, the repayment of which are
guaranteed by UK Export Finance. In my foreword last year I reported the introduction
of new products designed to support a wider range of exports involving risk periods of
less than two years for exporters, particularly SMEs, who cannot obtain credit
insurance and/or trade finance from the private market. In 2011-12 eighteen exporters
obtained support under these new products in respect of export contracts with an
aggregate value of over £90 million.
Support for civil aerospace exports remained strong during the year, with new business
of £1.83 billion. Support was also provided for a number of non-aerospace civil projects
amounting to £486 million across a wide range of markets. There is a pipeline of large
projects which are expected to come to fruition in the coming year. Despite constraints
in the availability of medium/long-term funding in the commercial bank market, no
exports failed to obtain finance where UK Export Finance had agreed to provide a
guarantee. Discussions are taking place with banks to identify whether arrangements
can be put in place to secure greater certainty in the supply of funding, including from
the capital markets.
UK Export Finance has continued to develop stronger working links with UKTI. Both
organisations are now working more closely to help deliver the Government’s trade
strategy. I attend UKTI’s Management Board and a UKTI representative is a member
of UK Export Finance’s Management Board. Export Finance Advisers are being
appointed in each of the UKTI regional offices across England and within the trade
promotion bodies of Northern Ireland, Scotland and Wales to promote UK Export
Finance’s products.
During the year UK Export Finance implemented a new OECD agreement that for the
first time seeks to establish a level playing field in the premiums charged by export
credit agencies for business with corporate private-sector buyers. UK Export Finance
also participated in multilateral negotiations to make revisions to the OECD Council
Recommendation on Common Approaches on the Environment and Officially
Supported Export Credits; this regulates the way in which export credit agencies take
account of environmental, social and human rights impacts on the business it
supports. A new agreement was concluded within the OECD in April 2012.
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It was another busy year for UK Export Finance. I am grateful to staff for their
contributions to serving exporters. I am also grateful to the Management Board
chaired by Guy Beringer and the Export Guarantees Advisory Council chaired by
Andrew Wiseman for their respective contributions to the Department’s work over
the past year.
Finally, David Harrison and Peter Haslehurst retired from the Management Board in
March 2011 and September 2011 respectively. I would like to thank them for their
valuable contributions and wise counsel.

Patrick Crawford
ECGD Chief Executive
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Mission and Principles
Who ECGD is
The Export Credits Guarantee Department is the export credit agency of the United
Kingdom and is a Government Department that operates under an Act of Parliament.
What ECGD does
ECGD complements the private market by providing assistance to exporters and
investors, principally in the form of insurance and guarantees to banks.
How ECGD operates
ECGD is governed by its statute pursuant to which certain financial objectives are set
by HM Treasury. It is ECGD’s policy to comply with all International Agreements which
apply to the operations of Export Credit Agencies.
The principles ECGD applies
On individual cases, ECGD aims to:
●●

●●

●●

provide a quality of service that is proactive, flexible and efficient, with a focus on
solution and innovation;
take account of factors beyond the purely financial and of relevant government
policies in respect of environmental, social and human rights impacts; debt
sustainability; and bribery and corruption; and
publish, for the benefit of applicants, guidance on processes and factors taken into
account by it in considering applications.

Generally, ECGD aims to:
●●

●●

●●

●●

●●

disseminate information about its products and services;
achieve fairer competition by seeking to establish a level playing field
internationally, through obtaining multilateral improvements in export credit
policies and practices;
recover the maximum amount of debt in respect of claims paid, taking account of
the Government’s policy on debt forgiveness;
abide by such codes of practice and guidelines on consultation as may be published
by the Government from time to time; and
employ good management practice to recruit, develop and retain the people needed
to achieve ECGD’s business goals and objectives.
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Financial Overview
Figure 1: Financial overview – five year summary
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Guarantees and Insurance Policies Issued

Guarantees and Insurance Policies Issued
Figure 2: List of Guarantees and Insurance Policies Issued
Market/
Exporter/
Investor

ECGD Max
Liability, £s
or equivalent

Buyer/Airline/
Operating Lessor

Project/Goods and
Services

Case
Impact
Category1

Airbus S.A.S.

Etihad

Airbus aircraft

–

97,336,465

See note 2

See note 2

Training services

–

26,024

Qantas Airways Ltd

Airbus aircraft

–

140,960,423

Azerbaijan Methanol
Company

Catalysts for
Methanol Plant

–

5,951,324

See note 2

Water treatment
plant

–

4,898,588

Aircastle Ltd

Airbus aircraft

–

61,560,576

Airbus S.A.S.

Tam Linhas Aereas S.A.

Airbus aircraft

–

38,225,717

To be determined

Petrobras

Petrobras oil and
gas exploration and
production facilities
in the South Atlantic

A

920,720,8943

Siemens VAI Metals
Technologies Ltd

Gerdau Açominas S.A.

New combined plate
and Steckel mill

B

216,184,768

Tetronics Ltd

TSL Engenharia
Ambiental Ltda

Thermal plasma
furnace

C

2,559,712

Jackson Square
Aviation

Airbus aircraft

–

40,395,407

LAN Airlines S.A.

Airbus aircraft

–

50,327,015

Airbus S.A.S.

Air China Ltd

Airbus aircraft

–

86,785,523

Airbus S.A.S.

China Eastern Airlines

Airbus aircraft

–

211,564,152

Clyde Union
Holdings Ltd

Chinese Nuclear
Energy Industry Corp

Pumps and spares

–

5,834,632

Clyde Union
Holdings Ltd

Jiangsu Jintung
Surfactant Corp

Pumps and spares

–

73,200

Abu Dhabi

Australia
Airbus S.A.S.
Azerbaijan
Johnson Matthey
Plc
Bahrain
See note 2
Bermuda
Airbus S.A.S.
Brazil

Cayman Islands
Airbus S.A.S.
Chile
Airbus S.A.S.
China
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Figure 2: List of Guarantees and Insurance Policies Issued
Colombia
Airbus S.A.S

Aerovias Del
Continente S.A.
(Avianca)

Airbus aircraft

–

15,229,747

Airbus S.A.S.

Emirates

Airbus aircraft

–

59,662,985

Carillion Plc

Emaar Properties

Residential buildings

B

52,591,754

See note 2

See note 2

Air traffic control
equipment

–

1,537,137

Egyptair Holding
Company

Airbus aircraft

–

110,254,510

Air France

Airbus aircraft

–

83,709,518

See note 2

Tooling workstation

–

166,599

Cathay Pacific Aircraft
Services Ltd

Airbus aircraft

–

46,990,122

Airbus S.A.S.

Avolon Aerospace
Leasing Ltd

Airbus aircraft

–

17,365,242

Airbus S.A.S.

Aer Lingus

Airbus aircraft

–

10,467,334

Airbus S.A.S.

Awas Aviation
Capital Ltd

Airbus aircraft

–

44,540,366

Airbus S.A.S.

CIT Aerospace
International

Airbus aircraft

–

77,320,447

Saipem Energy
Services SpA

Spare parts for pumps –

54,519

Airbus S.A.S

Korean Airlines Co Ltd

Airbus aircraft

–

152,452,095

Caley Ocean
Systems Ltd

Hyundai Heavy
Industries Co Ltd

Research vessel
equipment

–

591,623

See note 2

See note 2

Telecommunications
hardware and
software

–

579,423

See note 2

Wallpaper

–

282,889

Dubai

Egypt
Airbus S.A.S.
France
Airbus S.A.S.
Germany
See note 2
Hong Kong
Airbus S.A.S.
Ireland

Italy
Clyde Union
Holdings Ltd
Korea, Republic of

Libya
See note 2
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Figure 2: List of Guarantees and Insurance Policies Issued
Malaysia
Contained Air
Solutions Ltd

Mutiara Gemilang
Eng’g Sdn

Clean air containment –
units

141,608

Airbus S.A.S.

ABC Aerolineas S.A. de
C.V. (Interjet)

Airbus aircraft

–

22,519,078

Apollo Sheeters Ltd

Plega Envases de
Occidente SA de CV

Paper cutting
equipment

–

342,784

AerCap Holdings N.V.

Airbus aircraft

–

55,925,516

Swift Transport Ltd

Buses

C

48,596,859

Green Fuels Ltd

Compressed natural
gas delivery system

–

6,002,010

Oman Air

Airbus aircraft

–

26,891,418

Aviancataca Holdings
S.A.

Airbus aircraft

–

25,100,726

ABN Amro Bank

N/A

Loan to Gas Power
Project4

–

21,377,671

Airbus S.A.S.

Cebu Air Inc

Airbus aircraft

–

16,539,816

WRG Creative
Qatar Olympic
Communication Ltd Committee

Overlay structures for
the Asia Games

–

732,426

WRG Creative
Qatar Petroleum
Communication Ltd

Social events
ceremony

–

791,005

Mexico

Netherlands
Airbus S.A.S.
New Zealand
Alexander
Dennis Ltd
Nigeria
Gentec Energy Ltd
Oman
Airbus S.A.S.
Panama
Airbus S.A.S.
Philippines

Qatar

Russian Federation
Airbus S.A.S.

Aeroflot Russian
Airlines JSC

Airbus aircraft

–

75,342,182

Airbus S.A.S.

VEB Leasing

Airbus aircraft

–

12,648,697

See note 2

See note 2

Wallpaper

–

875,964

See note 2

See note 2

Wallpaper

–

1,313,945

Joy Mining Ltd

Siberian Coal Energy
Co

Mining equipment

–

4,808,863

Joy Mining Ltd

Southern Kuzbass Coal
Co OAO

Mining equipment

–

8,742,166
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Figure 2: List of Guarantees and Insurance Policies Issued
3,871,367

Thales Training &
Simulation Ltd

Sukhoi Civil Aircraft

Flight simulators

C5

See note 2

See note 2

Ignition cables and
components

–

313,220

See note 2

See note 2

Packaging for vodka

–

504,689

Fluor Ltd6

Saudi Kayan
Petrochemical Co

Kayan petrochemical
complex

A5

Stage Technologies
Ltd

First Gulf Company
for Suppliers and
Contracting Ltd

Stage engineering for
major cultural centre

–

624,958

See note 2

See note 2

Automotive spare
parts

–

43,208

Airbus S.A.S.

BOC Aviation Pte Ltd

Airbus aircraft

–

5,089,497

Airbus S.A.S.

Tiger Airways

Airbus aircraft

Divex Ltd

DOF Subsea Pte Ltd

Saturation diving
system

B

17,519,580

Perry Slingsby
Systems Ltd

DOF Subsea Pte Ltd

Remotely operated
vehicles

B

4,537,511

N/A

Loan to Mozal
Aluminium Smelter4

–

4,791,957

Moncofa

Water pumps

–

37,451

See note 2

Telecommunications
hardware and
software

–

1,653,086

Tunisair

Airbus aircraft

–

6,207,919

Airbus S.A.S.

Turkish Airlines Inc

Airbus aircraft

–

104,736,778

Clyde Union
Holdings Ltd

Enpro

Water pumps

–

128,862

See note 2

See note 2

Military vehicles

–

680,000

Airbus aircraft

–

20,215,242

Saudi Arabia
65,674,438

Singapore
14,156,374

South Africa
Deutsche Bank AG
Spain
Clyde Union
Holdings Ltd
Taiwan
See note 2

Tunisia
Airbus S.A.S.
Turkey

United Arab Emirates
Airbus S.A.S.
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Figure 2: List of Guarantees and Insurance Policies Issued
United States of America
Asmag UK Ltd

Wieland Copper
Products LLC

Copper pipe
manufacturing
facility

–

965,295

Vietnam Airlines
Corporation

Airbus aircraft

–

101,189,597

See note 2

Weather stations

–

49,498

Vietnam
Airbus S.A.S.
Zambia
See note 2

Total

2,318,163,098

1 Indicates the level of environmental, social and/or human rights impacts that could potentially occur without the
deployment of arrangements to mitigate such impacts. For a description of the categories please see the Revised Council
Recommendation On Common Approaches On The Environment And Officially Supported Export Credits, available from
www.oecd.org.


2 Details not disclosed e.g. for reasons of commercial confidentiality.
3	The amount of this guarantee is not included in the total amount of business supported as no drawings were made in
2011-12.
4	Overseas Investment Insurance policy renewals. The policies were issued prior to the introduction of the previous Case
Impact Analysis Process.
5 Screened under ECGD Case Impact Analysis Process.
6 Guarantee issued in 2008-09, further tranche drawn in 2011-12.
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Business Commentary
Figure 3: ECGD supported business (£m) – five year summary
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In 2011-12 ECGD supported exports and investments overseas through the issue
or renewal of guarantees and insurance policies with an aggregate value of
£2,318 million. Buyer Credit and Supplier Credit financing accounted for
£2,270 million of support, Supplier Credit Insurance for £13 million, Overseas
Investment Insurance (OII) business for £26 million and Short-Term Finance
products for £9 million. The exports supported related to 38 countries. The total
number of guarantees and insurance policies was 204 (including two OII renewals).
Net premium income was £85 million. There were no claims in respect of new defaults;
claims payments of £6 million were made in respect of cases already distressed.
Recoveries from past paid claims including interest were £128 million.
Figure 4: Business supported by product type
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of which asset based
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Figure 5: Premium earned (£m) – five year summary
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Civil Aerospace Business
Civil aerospace is an important industrial sector in the UK economy and ECGD provides
support for the export of civil aircraft and of aero-engines. This support is principally
provided to Airbus and Rolls-Royce and, through this support, to numerous other
companies in their supply chains, including many SMEs, which indirectly benefit
from ECGD support.
In 2011-12 ECGD issued guarantees for civil aerospace business amounting to
£1,832 million, generating premium of £65.6 million and supporting the delivery
of 132 aircraft in total. The aircraft were delivered to 32 airlines and operating lessors.
Where the aircraft were fitted with aero-engines supplied by Rolls-Royce, ECGD
support exceeded 30 per cent of the financing cost of the aircraft.
ECGD support for the export of Airbus commercial aircraft is provided alongside that of
the French and German export credit agencies (ECAs), each in broad proportion to their
respective work-shares. This is usually arranged on a reinsurance basis, whereby one
of the three ECAs leads a transaction while the other two provide support to the lead
ECA. This approach provides Airbus customers with a single portal through which they
can benefit from ECA support.
The ECAs supported 26 per cent of the total aircraft delivered by Airbus. This was down
from 34 per cent last year, although it remains high in comparison with the levels
supported before the 2008-09 economic downturn. This continuing high level of
support by the ECAs reflected the lack of sufficient medium/long-term funding
capacity in the commercial bank market alongside political uncertainty in some
countries. This higher level of demand for ECA support is expected to continue as the
banks strengthen their balance sheets and adjust to new regulatory requirements,
including new capital requirements with the prospective introduction of the
Basel III regulations.
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An alternative source of financing that can help meet a shortfall in the availability of
commercial bank funding can be provided through the capital markets. In 2010-11
ECGD guaranteed a transaction for the supply of aircraft to AerCap, a US operating
lessor, which was funded from the international capital markets by way of a bond
issue at the time the aircraft were delivered. During 2011-12 ECGD announced its
willingness to consider support for aircraft transactions where the financing is raised
through a bond issue made in advance of expected future deliveries (pre-funded
bonds), to ensure financing will be available and in place before an aircraft delivery
takes place, and so avoiding a refinancing risk for the arranging bank.
Through co-operation arrangements with the US Export-Import Bank, ECGD provides
reinsurance when Rolls-Royce engines are fitted to aircraft manufactured by Boeing
or Hawker Beechcraft. In 2011-12 ECGD entered into discussions with the Canadian
ECA, Export Development Canada, to establish similar co-operation arrangements to
support jointly the future sale of Bombardier’s C-Series aircraft, which will include
content to be exported from Northern Ireland.
Civil Non-Aerospace Business
In 2011-12 demand for ECGD’s services for non-aircraft business continued to grow,
consolidating the trend seen since the 2008-09 economic downturn.
The number and value of enquiries and business in negotiation rose significantly,
as did the number of policies and guarantees that were issued, although the value of
business that became effective during the year fell by 56 per cent, from £1.1 billion
to £486 million. This is explained by the rise in the number of lower-value export
contracts supported and the long lead times for the growing pipeline of large potential
export contracts under consideration. Given the size of this pipeline, the underlying
growth trend is expected to translate into higher levels of business being supported
in 2012-13 and beyond.
The most important markets were Azerbaijan, Bahrain, Brazil, Dubai, New Zealand,
Norway, Russia and Saudi Arabia. The export contracts supported were for a diverse
range of sectors including mining, flight simulators, packaging, wall coverings,
petrochemical engineering, logistics, automotive supplies, clean air equipment,
cardboard packaging plant, buses, natural gas delivery systems, remote operating
vehicles, plasma furnaces, air traffic control equipment, construction, automated
tolling, telecommunications, defence vehicles, training services, industrial catalysts,
water treatment plant, steel manufacture and processing and pipe manufacturing.
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The largest single project guarantee to become effective in 2011-12 was in respect
of a US$270 million buyer credit loan to Gerdau Açominas SA in Brazil to finance the
supply by Siemens VAI of a combined plate and Steckel mill. The importance of Brazil
as a priority market for UK exports was further underlined in 2011-12 by the issue
of a guarantee of US$1 billion for a line of credit to the Brazilian energy company
Petrobras for the purpose of financing UK exports of goods and services for drilling
and exploration activities off the east coast of Brazil. The loan is expected to become
fully effective in the early part of 2012-13 when the first loan drawings for UK supply
contracts nominated for financing by Petrobras are likely to begin.
Support of £66 million was provided for the Saudi Kayan petrochemical project, for
which a guarantee for a line of credit was issued in 2008-09. ECGD also issued buyer
credit guarantees to help finance a £53 million contract awarded to Carillion Plc by
Emaar Properties for the construction of two properties at the Burj Khalifa complex
in Dubai.
ECGD supported a range of export contracts to Russia. The largest of these was a
US$12.8 million contract awarded to Joy Mining by Mechel for the supply of longwall
mining equipment and a similar contract, valued at US$6.8 million, was awarded to
Joy Mining by SUEK, the largest coal producing company in Russia. Further export
opportunities for Russia are in the pipeline which should come to fruition in 2012-13.
ECGD also provided support to help finance a €6.4 million export contract awarded to
Johnson Matthey Plc for the supply of catalysts for a methanol plant in Azerbaijan.
As well as supporting exports to developing countries, ECGD also supported exports
to OECD-member countries. These included support for contracts with a total value of
£48.6 million awarded to Alexander Dennis Ltd for the sale of single-decker bus kits to
Swift Transport in New Zealand. Through the provision of reinsurance to GIEK, Norway’s
ECA, ECGD supported a US$25 million buyer credit loan to DOF Subsea Pte Ltd for the
supply by Divex Ltd and Perry Slingsby Systems Ltd of an integrated saturation diving
system, including two remotely operated vehicles for incorporation into a large dive
support vessel, involving a contract value of US$32 million.
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Figure 6: Value of business supported by sector (%) 2011-12
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Figure 7: Percentage of business supported by sector – five year summary
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New Products
In 2010-11 ECGD broadened its business domain, previously confined to supporting
the export of capital and semi-capital goods and related services, in order to support
all types of exports, and launched three new finance products to meet gaps in the
provision of support to exporters, especially SMEs, from private sector providers.
The new products are: a Bond Support Scheme, to increase the capacity of banks
to offer contract bond facilities; an Export Working Capital Scheme, which gives
additional capacity to banks who are providing working capital finance to exporters
to help them fulfil particular export orders; and a Foreign Exchange Credit Support
Scheme, which is supplemental to the Export Working Capital Scheme and can help
exporters gain access to foreign exchange hedging facilities. In addition ECGD
revamped and simplified its Export Insurance Policy (EXIP). ECGD provides support
only where there is evidence that cover is not available from a private insurer. ECGD
has agreed that qualified credit insurance brokers can introduce export transactions
to ECGD seeking cover under the EXIP. A fee is paid by ECGD to such brokers at a lower
rate than that normally paid by private sector insurers, in order to avoid competing
with the private market. The new products will be subject to review during 2012-13.
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In 2011-12 ECGD guaranteed 26 bonds and one working capital facility for five
exporters with a combined value of £9 million, supporting £68 million of exports
to eight countries. ECGD issued 17 EXIP policies to 13 exporters, with a value of
£13 million, supporting exports to twelve countries.
Letter of Credit Guarantee Scheme
The Letter of Credit Guarantee Scheme assists UK exporters in securing the
confirmation by a UK bank of letters of credit issued by an overseas bank. Under the
scheme ECGD may share up to 90 per cent of the risk on an eligible letter of credit
with the confirming bank.
The scheme was launched in October 2009 in response to the economic downturn.
While originally scheduled to expire on 31 March 2011, the scheme has now been
made a permanent addition to ECGD’s product range. No new guarantees were issued
during the year.
Figure 8: Business supported by region (%) 2011-12
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20%
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Overseas Investment Insurance
Under its Overseas Investment Insurance scheme ECGD provides political risk
insurance in respect of UK investments made overseas. No new policies were issued
during the year.
Market Engagement
ECGD undertook a range of activities in the UK and overseas aimed at raising
awareness of its products and services and encouraging overseas buyers and project
sponsors to procure goods and services from the UK with the benefit of ECGD support.
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In 2011-12 ECGD visited a number of key overseas markets to promote ECGD’s
facilities and its ability to support the provision of medium/long-term funding to
overseas buyers and project sponsors looking to procure goods and services for capital
projects. In order to promote awareness of its new products, ECGD presented at more
than 165 events across the UK and, in doing so, reached audiences totalling over
11,500 people, including exporters, business representatives, project sponsors and
bankers. Information about ECGD’s services was provided to chambers of commerce,
trade bodies, professional associations and firms providing services to companies.
In 2012-13 ECGD will appoint a senior official to spearhead its activity in raising
awareness of the new products.
An important part of ECGD’s marketing activity has been to work more closely with
UKTI. This has allowed ECGD to take advantage of UKTI’s extensive network of
resources in the UK and abroad. Many of the exporter events in which ECGD has
participated were arranged by UKTI and ECGD officials attended meetings of UKTI
Sector Advisory Groups, which bring together leading British exporting companies
from different fields and relevant government trade officials.
UKTI High Value Opportunities Programme
ECGD has supported the development and implementation of UKTI’s High Value
Opportunities (HVO) programme. This programme sets out to identify major projects
overseas that can offer potentially valuable supply opportunities for companies in the
UK. UKTI seeks to raise awareness of these opportunities to maximise the chances for
interested companies of securing related business. The ability of companies to offer
attractive financing terms can be an important factor for project sponsors who need
to make procurement choices against the background of international competition;
in this context the potential availability of ECGD support can be significant for project
sponsors considering sourcing from UK exporters.
An example in 2011-12 was in relation to the US$21 billion Sadara integrated
petrochemical project in Saudi Arabia, co-sponsored by Saudi Aramco and Dow
Chemicals. After several years of preparatory work, ECGD (together with ECAs from a
number of other countries) began negotiations on potential financing terms for the
project with the project sponsors and their advisors. In parallel ECGD also worked
alongside procurement officials of the sponsors, UKTI and the Energies Industry
Council to bring information about the project to the attention of potentially
interested UK exporters. As a result, UKTI organised a large “ShareFair” for British
exporters, attended by representatives of the sponsors, the project company, the
engineering, procurement and construction contractors and ECGD. Around 60 UK
companies registered their interest to qualify for the sponsors’ procurement lists,
both in relation to the Sadara project and more generally.
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Funding against ECGD’s Guarantee
Over the past year many international banks have experienced difficulties in
accessing long-term funding, particularly in US dollars. This has implications for
their ability to provide loans in support of UK capital goods exports that benefit
from ECGD’s guarantee.
ECGD, together with HM Treasury, has been working with bank and exporter
representative bodies with the aim of ensuring that secure sources of funding are
available to support long-term loans guaranteed by ECGD. This work is continuing and
includes steps to facilitate access to funding from the international capital markets.
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Claims and Recoveries
ECGD seeks to recover amounts paid in claims either through the Paris Club or directly
on a case-by-case basis (non-Paris Club recoveries).
Claims
The reduction in the level of claims paid has continued. Payments authorised on
capital goods and project business in 2011-12 totalled £6 million, as against
£30 million in the previous year.
Recoveries
Recoveries of principal and interest made in relation to previously paid claims were
£128 million during 2011-12, as against £189 million in the previous year.
Figure 9: Recoveries by region (%) 2011-12
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Paris Club Activity
The Paris Club is the informal group of official creditors that seeks to establish
co‑ordinated and sustainable solutions for debtor nations’ debt service difficulties.
ECGD implements debt rescheduling and debt write-off agreed by the Paris Club in
respect of its exposure to some of the world’s poorest countries, reflecting the
Government’s commitment to addressing debt sustainability.
ECGD received £100 million in rescheduled debt and interest payments in 2011-12,
compared to £147 million in 2010-11. It participated in negotiations through the
Paris Club on debt owed by Côte d’Ivoire. Bilateral agreements, reflecting the terms
of earlier Paris Club agreements, were concluded with Antigua and Barbuda, Côte
d’Ivoire, the Democratic Republic of Congo, Liberia, the Seychelles and Togo.
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As a result of further debt reduction, the amount owed to ECGD under Paris Club
arrangements was £1.9 billion at 31 March 2012, compared to £2 billion at
31 March 2011.
Non-Paris Club Recoveries
Recoveries of £28 million were made during the year, compared to £42 million in
2010-11.
ECGD’s distressed airline portfolio, where aircraft have been repossessed or where the
lease repayments have been restructured, has not changed in terms of the number of
aircraft since the previous financial year: 33 aircraft involving four airlines. Of these,
32 aircraft remain in operation with their original airlines on restructured leases.
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Credit Risk Management
ECGD’s primary activity involves supporting exports and overseas investments by
issuing insurance contracts and guarantees and thereby accepting credit risks.
Through the operation of risk management policies and procedures, ECGD identifies,
assesses and, as far as possible, minimises these risks.
Financial Objectives
Financial objectives for the credit risk portfolio are set by HM Treasury and compliance
is subject to regular review. ECGD’s performance against its financial objectives for the
year is reported on pages 52-53.
There are no specific financial objectives in respect of outstanding exposures on
business supported before 1991 other than to recover amounts due in respect of
claims paid in a manner that takes account of the Government’s policy on debt
forgiveness.
Organisational Structure
ECGD’s organisational structure is functionally-based and separates customer
relationship management from the risk and control functions; the customer
relationship function undertaken by the Business Group is separated, so far as is
practicably possible, from the financial risk assessment and pricing process carried
out by the Credit Risk Group.
The operation of ECGD’s credit risk policy is overseen by the Risk Committee, a
sub‑committee of the Executive Committee. It is responsible for advising the
Accounting Officer on the effective management of ECGD’s credit risk exposures at
the transaction and portfolio level and compliance with policies that have been
endorsed by the Management Board.
Management of Credit Risk
The main objective of ECGD’s risk management framework is to identify, assess, price
and manage defined risks in accordance with agreed policies and procedures. The Risk
Committee regularly reviews credit risk management reports, including country risk
reviews. In addition to sovereign risk reviews, assessments of corporate risks are
carried out and adjustments made to internal risk ratings as and when appropriate.
These are used to inform ECGD’s risk appetite and pricing for new business and as
a guide to setting Expected Loss and provisions.
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Default statistics used for the purpose of modelling and pricing are updated every six
months. Similarly, regular adjustments are made to assumptions on aircraft residual
asset values based on advice from an independent professional valuation firm, which
is cross-checked with advice from other appraisers. The portfolio is subjected to
extensive scenario analysis and stress-testing in order to measure ECGD’s risk
exposure against its financial objectives and to inform its decision-making.
Changes to risk management and evaluation processes
During the year ECGD made a number of changes in its risk management and
evaluation processes. First, a successful transition was made to using rating agency
ratings as a base for sovereign risk (subject to judgemental adjustments where this is
considered to be appropriate) and rating agency data for quantifying and modelling
such risks. In this way ECGD has brought its approach to classifying and scoring
sovereign risk into line with that which it has already adopted for corporate credit risk.
This resulted in some non-material reductions to individual sovereign Expected Loss
calculations on existing exposure, and brought ECGD’s stance into line with OECD
pricing benchmarks for all countries where ECGD has risk appetite for new business.
Second, work was conducted to re-develop ECGD’s risk modelling software and to
improve the quality of portfolio risk parameters and correlation assumptions.
New Products
Last year ECGD widened its eligibility criteria to allow support, typically through an
Export Insurance Policy, for export contracts, often by SMEs, of finished manufactures,
intermediate goods, commodities and consumable products usually sold on short
terms of payment, being horizons of risk of up to two years. At the same time ECGD
also introduced new short term products that involve it taking credit and performance
risks on UK exporters to a much greater extent than has been the case for many years.
The Credit Risk Group was heavily involved in the design of these products and in the
establishment of risk parameters for them that are in line with ECGD’s overall risk
control framework.
During 2011-12 further development of risk information, assessment and pricing
systems was undertaken. These had hitherto been geared to project-type business
involving medium and long-term horizons of risk. Those applicable to short-term
products were accordingly changed in order to handle the higher volume of low value
applications for support involving shorter horizons of risk which are a feature of the
new products where fast turnaround times are demanded.
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New Pricing System
In 2011-12 ECGD implemented a new pricing regime in line with the new
arrangements under the OECD Arrangement which were introduced in September
2011 and which reduced minimum premium rates for sovereign risk and established
for the first time minimum rates for corporate credit risk. As a result of its new regime
ECGD has been able to charge these minima for all sovereign risks and, except for
higher risks, all corporate credit risks.
Risk Environment
After some optimism in 2011, global economic growth forecasts were reduced against
a backdrop of fiscal challenges within Eurozone members and some developed
countries. Notwithstanding the difficult global economic and political climate, the
emerging markets in which ECGD conducts most of its business remained relatively
stable. Demand for credit insurance increased in the light of greater risk aversion in
the private credit insurance market, especially for countries in the Middle East and
North Africa undergoing political change. This demand tended to be at the lower end
of the risk quality, especially for overseas SME risk; but exposures to individual buyers
were relatively modest in size.
No new material prospective claims manifested themselves on sovereign or corporate
risk exposures, including in the aerospace sector despite it being subject to significant
stress as a result of high fuel prices and over-capacity in some regions. As there may
be a lagging effect as markets and sectors come out of the downturn, it is too early to
judge the resulting impact of these stresses on credit quality in this sector. A close
watch was maintained on a number of obligors considered to be exposed to
heightened risk.
Credit Risk Portfolio
Although new business supported fell from £2.9 billion in 2010-11 to £2.3 billion in
2011-12, total nominal credit exposure increased in 2011-12 to £19.1 billion from
£17.4 billion. This was primarily as a result of the rising volume of exposure under
reinsurance provided to ECGD by the Airbus partner ECAs.
The overall risk quality of the credit risk portfolio has been maintained at an
acceptable level, within the financial objectives, and a significant element of the risk
in the aerospace sector has the benefit of asset security thereby reducing potential
risks of loss. The portfolio risk measure at the 99.1 percentile of the loss distribution
remained materially below the specified risk appetite limit.
Going forward, ECGD does not expect to face any portfolio risk capacity constraint on
its ability to support new business although there may be an increasing concentration
of risk on particular countries and obligors.
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Figure 10: Total credit risk exposure on ECGD’s books (£m)
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International Developments
Officially supported export credits are regulated by a number of international
agreements reached within the OECD. ECGD represents the UK at meetings of the
OECD Export Credits Group and of the EU Council Working Group on Export Credits,
where EU Member States and the European Commission meet to arrive at a common
position prior to meetings of the participants to the OECD Arrangement on Officially
Supported Export Credits. The Commission represents EU Member States at meetings
of the participants to the OECD Arrangement.
The main international developments of 2011-12 are set out below.
Common Approaches on the Environment
In April 2012 members of the OECD Export Credit Group agreed upon the text of a
revised form of the OECD Council Recommendation on Common Approaches on
Officially Supported Export Credits and Environmental and Social Due Diligence.
The revised Common Approaches agreement builds upon the experience gained
through the implementation of the 2007 Common Approaches and wider
developments in the field of environmental and social sustainability. It includes
benchmarking projects to the revised performance standards of the International
Finance Corporation, a member of the World Bank Group. The re-naming of the
agreement reflects greater emphasis on including consideration of the social
impacts of projects that ECAs support.
Export Credits and Climate Change Mitigation
In parallel to the discussions on the Common Approaches, the participants to the
OECD Arrangement had been reviewing the 2009 Sector Understanding on Renewable
Energy and Water Projects. In April 2012 it was agreed to broaden the scope of the
earlier agreement to include the export of technologies which help to combat climate
change; these are now covered in Appendix 2 of the renamed Sector Understanding on
Renewable Energy, Climate Change Mitigation and Water Projects.
As a result, the maximum credit terms that government-backed ECAs may support for
carbon capture and storage projects is eighteen years, while up to fifteen years credit
is available for the export of certain fossil fuel substitution, and energy efficiency
projects. Previously these sectors were eligible for a maximum of ten years credit.
ECAs are required to justify the approval of these more generous terms before
providing support. The Participants agreed to keep the revised form of the Sector
Understanding under review and consider the inclusion of further climate change
mitigation technologies.
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OECD Minimum Premium Rates
On 1 September 2011 new minimum premium benchmarks for both sovereign and
corporate risks came into force under the OECD Arrangement on Officially Supported
Export Credits. As set out in last year’s Annual Report, the new rates apply to all export
credit business with a repayment period of two years or more, except defence exports
(which are outside the scope of the OECD Arrangement) and civil aircraft (which are
subject to a different premium regime under the OECD Aircraft Sector Understanding).
European Union
The European Commission is reviewing the scope of the EU ban on the provision of
short-term (i.e. business with a maximum horizon of risk of two years) credit insurance
by EU ECAs for exports within the EU and most OECD countries. The prohibition, first
introduced by the Commission in 1997, has been repeatedly extended; it is due to
expire at the end of 2012. The UK and other EU Member States have held a series of
meetings with the Commission to discuss possible amendments and the Commission
is expected to bring forward its proposals in early-summer, with a view to
implementation on 1 January 2013.
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People and Infrastructure
During 2011-12, despite a continued reduction in staff levels, mainly in back-office
functions, ECGD staff responded to the challenges of meeting increasing demand for
support and of launching new products. ECGD increased staff resources in its frontline
operations in its Business and Credit Risk Groups to ensure that ECGD dealt efficiently
with enquiries and applications for support. It will continue to keep its resources in
these and other key areas under review so that it can meet the needs of the exporting
community.
ECGD holds Investors in People status, which is due for re-accreditation in 2012. ECGD
continued to invest in learning and development, in line with its goal of being an
efficient, flexible and high performing organisation with a responsive and adaptable
workforce. The focus during the financial year was on functional training in connection
with meeting growing business demand.
During the year ECGD staff participated in the annual Civil Service People Survey.
The response rate was better than in 2010 with 89 per cent of staff taking part.
Although overall the results were fairly static, there were some areas where
improvements were indicated.
New Public Sector Equality duties came into force during the financial year and ECGD
complied with the requirement to publish diversity information on its website and to
establish diversity objectives for the coming years.
ECGD continued to make improvements in operational efficiency and effectiveness
as it implemented a programme of work to re-configure and simplify corporate
processes, systems and management reporting functions. Allocation of process and
data ownership responsibilities, supported by clearly documented and understood
processes, overlaid by appropriate controls, has provided ECGD with a sound basis for
identifying areas where further efficiencies might be gained and for the introduction
of continuous improvement techniques.
ECGD implemented changes to its IT systems in 2011-12. IT support was transferred
from an onsite to an offsite basis. This reduced costs and mitigated risks relating to
specific site knowledge and key individuals. ECGD now has IT support based on an
industry standard model, which is more cost effective and permits a more competitive
process for any future re-tendering. During the year the corporate data warehouse
was replaced, with the new system allowing more efficient handling of ECGD’s
operational data.
Looking ahead ECGD will continue to invest in its staff. With the end of its lease on its
current premises in London Docklands approaching ECGD is considering re-locating
to Westminster. A decision will be based on value for money criteria and operational
effectiveness.
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Sustainable Development
Sustainable Lending
Exports or investments that required further assessment in accordance with the application
of OECD Principles and Guidelines to Promote Sustainable Lending Practices in the Provision of
Official Export Credits to Low Income Countries.
Market/Exporter

Overseas Project

Nigeria/Gentec Energy Ltd

Gas Compressor Plant1

Note:
1	The OECD Principles and Guidelines only apply to transactions involving public bodies. The buyer is a private sector entity
but ECGD assessed the project to be satisfied that there would not be a risk of debt migration to the public sector.

Environmental, Social and Human Rights Impacts
Information related to the application of the OECD Revised Recommendation on Common
Approaches on the Environment and Officially Supported Export Credits
Guarantees issued that were screened for environmental, social and human rights (ESHR)
impacts

15

Guarantees issued for which an ESHR impact assessment was provided

5

Guarantees issued that were categorised as Category B (having medium potential ESHR
impacts), for which the project was expected to comply fully with the relevant international
standards at the time of the guarantee being issued

4

Guarantees issued categorised as Category A (having high potential ESHR impacts), for which
the project was expected to comply fully with the relevant international standards at the time
of the guarantee being issued

1

Projects reported by ECGD to the OECD under the terms of the Common Approaches for
non‑compliance with the relevant international standards

0

Guarantees issued which were categorised as Category B to which environmental conditions
were attached

2

Guarantees which were categorised as Category A to which environmental conditions were
attached

1

Transactions that ECGD declined to support on ESHR impact grounds

0
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Environmental, social and human rights impact categorisation of civil, non-aerospace cases for
which support was issued during 2011-12
Market

Overseas
project

Exported
goods/
services

Potential
impact
category1

Explanation of
category

Compliance
with relevant
international
standards

Estimated
GHG
emissions

Azerbaijan

Methanol
plant

Catalysts

N/A

Contract value
under £10 million
and not close to
any sensitive areas

N/A

N/A

Brazil

Steel plate
and Steckel
mill

New combined B
plate and
Steckel mill

Site specific,
IFC Performance
irreversible impacts Standards
anticipated,
(1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8)
mitigation
measures available

To be
provided
by Gerdau
Açominas

Brazil

Oil refinery
waste
processing

Plasma
C
furnace,
plasma
electrode,
DC plasma
power supply
and integrated
control system

Minimal/no adverse N/A
environmental
impacts anticipated

N/A

Brazil

Petrobras
oil and gas
exploration
and
production
facilities in
the South
Atlantic

Yet to be
determined

A

Significant
potential adverse
environmental
impacts
anticipated,
including beyond
site boundary

IFC Performance
Standards
(1-7), IFC
Guidance Notes:
Performance
Standards on
Social and
Environmental
Sustainability; the
IFC Environmental,
Health, and Safety
(EHS) General
Guidelines, IFC
EHS Guidelines for
Offshore Oil and
Gas Development;
the IFC EHS
Guidelines for
Onshore Oil and
Gas Development.
Relevant
IMO, IPIECA
and MARPOL
guidelines
and Brazilian
regulations.

To be
provided for
each supply
contract
supported
if emissions
exceed
100,000
CO2e/ annum
reporting
threshold

Dubai

Air traffic
control
simulator

Air traffic
control
simulator
equipment

N/A

Contract value
under £10 million
and not close to
any sensitive areas

N/A

N/A
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Environmental, social and human rights impact categorisation of civil, non-aerospace cases for
which support was issued during 2011-12
Market

Overseas
project

Exported
goods/
services

Potential
impact
category1

Explanation of
category

Dubai

Residential
Buildings at
towers and
plot 58 & 59
retail podium
at Burj Khalifa
complex

Mexico

Paper mill
equipment

B

Site specific,
IFC Performance
irreversible impacts Standards (1,2,3,4)
anticipated,
mitigation
measures available

N/A as
<100,00
tonnes CO2e/
annum

Contract value
under £10 million,
replacement
equipment and
not close to any
sensitive areas

N/A

N/A

New
Zealand

Bus
Supply ‘Enviro
transportation 200’ buses

C

Minimal/no adverse N/A
environmental
impacts anticipated

N/A

Nigeria

Gas
compressor
plant

Compressed
natural gas
delivery
system

N/A

Contract value
under £10 million
and not close to
any sensitive areas

N/A

N/A

Russia

Kirov Mine

Mining
equipment

N/A

Contract value
under £10 million
and not close to
any sensitive areas

N/A

N/A

Russia

Kuzbass Mines Replacement
mining
equipment

N/A

Contract value
under £10 million
replacement
equipment to an
existing facility

N/A

N/A

Russia

Flight
simulation

C2

Minimal/no adverse N/A
environmental
impacts
anticipated no
further assessment
required

N/A

Saudi
Arabia

Kayan
Refinery and
A2
petrochemical petrochemical
plant
plant

Significant adverse
environmental
impacts
anticipated,
including beyond
site boundary

IFC Performance
Standards (1-8),
World Bank
Safeguard Policies
(4.01, 4.04, 4.11,
4.12), IFC General
EHS Guideline, the
PPA handbook

Emissions
estimated at
5.9 million
tonnes CO2e/
annum

Singapore

Diving and
Diving support B
remotely
vessel
operated
vehicle
support vessel

Site specific,
irreversible impacts
anticipated,
mitigation
measures available

IFC Performance
Standards 2,
IFC General EHS
Guideline, IFC EHS
Sector Guideline
on Shipping.

N/A as
<100,000
tonnes CO2e/
annum

Paper sheeter N/A
and associated
equipment

Full flight
simulators

Compliance
with relevant
international
standards

Estimated
GHG
emissions
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Environmental, social and human rights impact categorisation of civil, non-aerospace cases for
which support was issued during 2011-12
Market

Overseas
project

Exported
goods/
services

Potential
impact
category1

United
States

Production of In-line
N/A
copper tubing annealing and
bunch coiling
system for
production
and handling
of copper tube

Explanation of
category

Compliance
with relevant
international
standards

Contract value
N/A
under £10 million,
to an existing
facility not close to
any sensitive areas

Estimated
GHG
emissions
N/A

Notes:
All new civil aircraft and aero engines supported by ECGD must meet EU and International Civil Aviation Organisation
environmental and noise standards. Defence exports are subject to the export licensing procedure operated by the Export Control
Organisation of the Department for Business, Innovation and Skills, which takes advice from the Foreign and Commonwealth
Office, the Ministry of Defence and, where relevant, the Department for International Development.
All Overseas Investment Insurance cases supported during the year were in respect of renewals of policies that were issued before
environmental, social and human rights impact screening or review was undertaken.
1	Indicates the level of environmental, social and/or human rights impacts that could potentially occur without the intervention
of the impact mitigation systems. For a description of the categories please see the Revised Council Recommendation On
Common Approaches On The Environment And Officially Supported Export Credits, available from www.oecd.org.
2 Screened under ECGD Case Impact Analysis Process.
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Issued cases were ECGD has contingent liabilities designated as having high potential
environmental, social and human rights impacts
Year of issue/
Market/Exporter

Overseas
project

Exported goods/
services

Compliance
with relevant
international
standards

Comments

2003-04/Azerbaijan/ Baku-TbilisiBP Exploration
Ceyhan (BTC)
(Caspian Sea) Ltd,
Pipeline
CB&I John Brown
Ltd

Range of goods and
services

Compliant

Operation
phase

2004-05/Iran/
MAN Ltd

South Pars gas
field: Projects
9 & 10

Piping, electrical
and mechanical
equipment, and
other steel-related
products

Action plan agreed
with project sponsors
to address air quality
compliance.

Construction
phase

2005-06/Brazil/
Rolls-Royce Power
Engineering, InvSat
Ltd (now Nessco
Ltd), ETA Process,
VWS Westgarth Ltd

P-52 Floating
Oil Production
Unit

Turbines, power
Compliant
generation modules,
associated plant
and oil production
equipment

Operation
phase

2006-07/Saudi
Arabia/Foster
Wheeler Energy,
Fluor Ltd

Yanbu National
Petrochemical
Company
(Yansab)

Project
management,
contract,
engineering design
and procurement
services.

Compliant

Operation
phase

2008-09/Saudi
Arabia/Fluor Ltd and
other UK exporters

Saudi Kayan
Petrochemical
Co.

Refinery and
Compliant
petrochemical plant

2010-11/Russia/
Rolls-Royce Plc

Portovaya Gas
Compressor
Station

Steam compressor
station and
associated gas
pipeline

Compliant at date
of issue of support.
Construction phase
not fully compliant
in relation to health
and safety. The ECAs
currently require the
project sponsor to
address weaknesses
to bring the project
into compliance.

Construction
phase
Construction
phase

Note: ECGD started classifying the potential environmental, social and human rights impacts of projects in 2003-04.
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Coalition Government’s Programme for Government
The Coalition’s Programme for Government stated: “we will ensure that UK Trade and
Investment and the Export Credits Guarantee Department become champions for
British companies that develop and export innovative green technologies around
the world, instead of supporting investment in dirty fossil-fuel energy production.”
The Government is expected to announce in 2012-13 how this commitment will
be implemented.
Anti-Bribery and Corruption
Annually ECGD reviews the applications which it receives for support in accordance
with its obligations under the OECD Council Recommendation on Bribery and Officially
Supported Export Credits, and publishes on its website statistical information about
the operation of its anti-bribery policies for the year in question.
Requests for Information
The Freedom of Information Act 2000 gave the public new rights of access to
information held by public authorities. It came into force on 1 January 2005.
In 2011-12 ECGD received 103 requests for information under the Freedom of
Information Act or the related Environmental Information Regulations, against 66
requests received in the previous year.
Figure 11: Requests for information 2011-12 and 2010-11
2011-12

2010-11

Anti-bribery and corruption procedures

0

0

Defence business

1

3

Environmental information

6

1

Project information and general business matters

27

29

International debt

26

7

Organisation/procurement

43

26

103

66

Issue

Total

ECGD responded to 88 per cent of cases within the statutory time limit.
One request was referred by the applicant to the Information Commissioner, who
upheld ECGD’s decisions in full. No requests were referred by an applicant to the
Information Tribunal.
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Sustainability Reporting
Since the introduction of the Framework for Sustainable Development on the
Government Estate and the subsequent Sustainable Operations on the Government
Estate (SOGE) framework in 2006, ECGD has reported annually on sustainable
development activities on its estate, with the goal of operating the estate efficiently
and reducing the environmental impact of its operations and their associated costs.
This is the first year that ECGD has provided a report on financial and non-financial
indicators of its sustainability performance in the Annual Report prepared in
accordance with the HM Treasury Public Sector Guidance for Sustainability Reporting
(www.financial–reporting.gov.uk).
The SOGE targets expired on 31 March 2011 and have been replaced by the new
Greening Government Commitments (GGC) (http://sd.defra.gov.uk/gov/greengovernment/commitments/). The new baseline year, being the year with which
performance is to be compared, is 2009-10 and the GGC reporting period runs from
2011-12 to 2014-15.
The Government has agreed a number of key outcomes which will deliver the vision
of being the greenest government ever. These outcomes aim to significantly reduce
the Government’s environmental impact: reducing emissions of greenhouse gases,
reducing waste, reducing water usage and making procurement more sustainable.
Summary of Performance
At 2010-11 ECGD achieved four of the five targets set down against the 5-year SOGE
framework:
Area

Target (from 2004-05 Actual (2010-11)
baseline)

Outcome

Reduce Carbon
Emissions from Offices

13% decrease

56% decrease

Achieved Target

Reduce Carbon
Emissions from Vehicles

15% decrease

93% decrease

Achieved Target

Reduce Water
Consumption

25% decrease

76% decrease

Achieved Target

Reduce Waste

5% decrease

17% increase

Target Not Achieved

Increase Recycling

40% increase

87% increase

Achieved Target

With the exception of waste, ECGD’s performance against the GGC targets has
continued to improve against the final year SOGE performance and is on track to
achieve the reductions required. Focus is required on reducing waste production and
a number of initiatives are being considered to achieve the target of 25 per cent
reduction by 2014-15.
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Area
Estate Energy

2009-10
Baseline

2011-12
Performance

% Change

Consumption (kWh)

1,090,137

796,660

-27%

Expenditure (£)

£135,067

£65,360

-52%

78

82

+6%

2,762

1,855

-33%

Estate Waste

Amount (Tonnes)

Estate Water

Consumption (m )
3

The reporting scope for the GGC has changed from the SOGE reporting. The scope of
the key outcomes for 2014-15 includes office and non-office estate and other
operational activities in government departments, their Executive Agencies, executive
Non-Departmental Public Bodies (NDPBs) and Non-Ministerial Departments.
ECGD reports performance on two sites: its main office in London and its file repository
based in Cardiff. It has a single NDPB, the Export Guarantees Advisory Council, which
operates from ECGD’s main office. As such, the change in reporting scope has not had
a significant impact on the results for ECGD when compared to previous years.
Governance
ECGD’s sustainable operations and reporting is delivered through its Resources
Division. Its performance against government targets is reported to and signed-off
by the Chief Executive.
Detailed annual results and commentary for each target area are below.
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Emissions
Figure 12: Gross emissions – three-year summary
700
600

tCO2e

500
400
300
200
100
0

2009-10

2010-11

International Business Travel

Non-Financial
Indicators
(tCO2e)

Domestic Business Travel

Estate

2009-10

2010-11

2011-12

Total gross emissions

653.39

653.88

544.36

Gross emissions Scope 1 & 2 (direct)

482.78

416.02

351.47

4.26

6.33

8.74

166.35

231.53

184.15

0

0

0

820,476

712,844

601,768

285,080

229,027

194,892

£135,067

£79,318

£65,360

CRC Licence Expenditure (2010
onwards)

£0

£950

£1,290

Expenditure on GCOF II

£0

£2,439

£1,139

£157,994

£232,647

£212,477

Gross emissions attributable to Scope
3 – domestic business travel
Gross emissions Scope 3 –
international business travel

Related Energy Electricity: Non-Renewable
Consumption
Electricity: Renewable
(kWh)
Gas
Financial
Indicators

2011-12

Expenditure on Energy

Expenditure on official business travel
Definition of terms:

Scope 1 – Direct Greenhouse Gas Emissions: these occur from sources owned or controlled by the
reporting department. For ECGD, this refers to fugitive emissions from air conditioning units.
Scope 2 – Indirect Energy Emissions: electricity that ECGD consumes, which is supplied by another
party, for example electricity supply in buildings.
Scope 3 – Other Indirect Emissions, such as the extraction and production of purchased materials and
fuels, transport-related activities in vehicles not owned or controlled by the reporting department,
out-sourced activities, waste disposal, etc.
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Performance Commentary (inc Measures)
ECGD has a target to reduce its greenhouse gas emissions from the whole of its estate and businessrelated transport by 25 per cent from a 2009-10 baseline. ECGD is making progress with a view to
meeting this target. There is also a target to cut domestic business travel flights by 20 per cent by
2015 from a 2009-10 baseline.
Overall greenhouse gas emissions reduced by 16.7 per cent against the 2009-10 baseline year,
mainly driven by the significant reduction (27.9 per cent) in energy consumption over this period,
in both the London office and the file repository in Cardiff.
The increase in domestic business travel over the period was due to an increase in staff travel for
market engagement purposes as detailed on page 21. ECGD’s travel figures are based on air, rail and
private car use only.
As a central government department, ECGD participates in the Carbon Reduction Commitment
Energy Efficiency Scheme and also purchases carbon offsets for its air and rail travel.
Controllable Impacts Commentary
A number of energy saving initiatives were implemented over this period, including voltage
optimisation, a replacement of the boiler in Cardiff, introduction of Night Watchman for daily
automatic shut down of IT, and the review and modification of BMS trend settings to ensure energy
efficient performance. ECGD works closely with the building management company, Cushman &
Wakefield (C&W), at its London office to achieve carbon savings.
ECGD’s staff restaurant was closed in June 2011; this will have had a material impact on the reduction
of energy consumption.
Overview of Influenced Impacts
ECGD’s London office is part of a multi-tenanted office complex. C&W manage the energy contracts
for the building. ECGD is currently in a three year contract under flexible purchasing arrangements.
The contract is selected according to C&W’s risk management strategy. Purchase of new IT and
other energy equipment is through existing framework agreements negotiated by Government
Procurement Services and meets their energy efficiency requirements.
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Waste
Figure 13: Waste disposal – three-year summary
90
80
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tonnes

60
50
40
30
20
10
0

2009-10

Landfill
(less than 0.2%)

Non-Financial
Indicators
(tonnes)

2010-11
Reused/
Recycled

Total Waste

Composted

Incinerated with
energy recovery

2009-10

2010-11

2011-12

78.62

70.55

82.49

Hazardous Waste

Total

N/A

N/A

N/A

Non-Hazardous
Waste

Landfill

0.1

0.1

0.1

65.23

60.41

73.33

1.06

1.08

1.01

12.23

8.96

8.05

£22,130

£19,790

£21,928

Reused/Recycled
Composted
Incinerated with
energy recovery

Financial
Indicators

2011-12

Total Disposal Cost

Performance Commentary (inc Measures)
ECGD has a target to reduce the amount of waste it generates by 25 per cent from a 2009-10 baseline
and, in the London office, a zero landfill target. The latter has been achieved by C&W through high
levels of recycling rates and incineration with energy recovery. Additionally, food waste recycling and
composting has been introduced. Despite this, ECGD’s waste arisings has increased by 4.9 per cent
against the 2009-10 baseline.
All ICT waste is either recycled or reused through ECGD’s contract with the Disposal Services Agency.
Controllable Impacts Commentary
The measurement of waste is difficult to accurately assess at ECGD’s London office due to its
accommodation being part of a multi-tenanted office complex. ECGD’s waste is not measured
separately from other tenants and ECGD reports waste as being its ‘share’ of the waste for the whole
office complex, based on its share of the floor space. This fluctuates as floor space in the complex is
let, and depends on the use each tenant makes of that space and staff volumes.
ECGD’s main direct impact for waste is office waste in the form of paper. ECGD has a waste
management contract for the collection and recycling of its paper waste at both sites. ECGD’s
recycling figure increased from 83 per cent to 88 per cent of total waste over the reported period.
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Overview of Influenced Impacts
Staff are strongly encouraged to use the recycling facilities and new staff are made aware of these
facilities during their induction. A review of the waste management within ECGD will be carried out
during 2012-13, which will include trialling the removal of desk bins and a staff awareness campaign
on the segregation of food and packaging waste.

Water Consumption
Figure 14: Water consumption – three-year summary
3,000
2,500

m3

2,000
1,500
1,000
500
0

2009-10

2010-11

Office Estate

Non-Financial
Indicators (m3)

Financial
Indicators

2011-12
Non-Office Estate

2009-10

2010-11

2011-12

Water
Consumption
(Office Estate)

Supplied

2,488

1,901

1,654

Abstract

N/A

N/A

N/A

Per FTE

281

262

231

Water
Consumption
(Non-Office
Estate)

Supplied

273.98

231.63

201.12

Abstract

N/A

N/A

N/A

£2,848

£5,155

£3,041

£824

£697

£710

Water Supply Costs (Office Estate)
Water Supply Costs (Non-Office Estate)

Performance Commentary (including Measures)
Under the Sustainable Development in Government targets, ECGD reduced its water consumption
by 76.2 per cent, against a target of 25 per cent on the office and non-office estate from a 2004-05
baseline.
The new Greening Government Commitment target is to reduce water consumption from a 2009-10
baseline, and report on office water use against best practice benchmarks:
a. ≥6 m3 water consumption per FTE poor practice
b. 4m3 to 6m3 per FTE good practice
c. ≤4m3 per FTE best practice
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As with waste measurement, ECGD’s water is not measured separately from other tenants in the
London office and ECGD reports water consumption as being its ‘share’ for the whole office complex.
ECGD’s primary water consumption is from tea points and toilets. C&W has made great efforts in
reducing the water consumption at the London office with the introduction of reduced water flow in
the taps and toilet facilities. An area of our London office which used a significant amount of water
was the staff restaurant. Its closure in June 2011 has made a contribution to the overall reduction of
13 per cent for the building.
In the Cardiff office, changes were made to the toilet facilities and there was a 26.6 per cent reduction
since 2009-10.
Controllable Impacts Commentary
For the purposes of sustainability reporting, the full-time employee equivalent (FTE) includes
contractors and visitors over the year. Despite the significant reduction is water consumption,
ECGD did not meet the best practice benchmark; consumption is >6m3 per FTE in the London office.
The main reason for this is the way in which usage is reported. Other floors in the building have more
dense occupation than those of ECGD and this can lead to higher than normal usage on these floors,
which makes it difficult to calculate an accurate consumption figure for ECGD.
Overview of Influenced Impacts
At the Cardiff location the water meter is monitored on a monthly basis. Work will continue to identify
areas in which water consumption can be reduced.

This sustainability reporting has not been subject to audit and does not form part of
the auditors’ opinion on the accounts.
Notes:
1.	ECGD pays for water and waste services through an annual service charge at its London office. The figures used above have
been provided as whole building costs and apportioned to departmental costs based on a floor occupancy of 18.64 per cent.
2.	A resale contract is in place for IT disposal. While the volumes are classed and treated as waste arising and recycling within this
report, the income generated from the re-sale of IT items has been subtracted from the total disposal costs for each financial
period.
3. Business travel cost figures exclude travel not purchased through ECGD’s travel contract.
4 Business travel gross emissions do not include journeys made by bus or taxi.
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The Management Board

Back Row L-R: David Havelock, David Godfrey, Sue Johnson, Eric Peacock,
Patrick Crawford (Chief Executive), Nicholas Ridley, Nigel Addison Smith
Front Row L-R: Steve Dodgson, Katherine Letsinger, Guy Beringer (Chairman),
Susan Haird
Chairman’s Statement
ECGD’s Management Board is responsible for advising and supporting the Accounting
Officer in respect of the governance of ECGD. It is led by a non-executive Chairman
and consists of five independent non-executive directors, one of whom is a senior
official of UKTI, and members of ECGD’s Executive Committee.
In September 2011 Peter Haslehurst’s appointment as a non-executive member of
the Management Board ended and the Board welcomed Sir Eric Peacock as a new
non‑executive member. In the same month Susan Haird, UKTI Deputy Chief Executive,
took over from Robin Barnett as the non-executive member representing UKTI.
The Board supports the Accounting Officer in the discharge of his responsibilities and
has accountability to the Secretary of State for Business, Innovation and Skills and the
Minister for Trade and Investment for:
●●

exercising oversight of the Chief Executive and the Executive Committee;

●●

monitoring the application of the principles of good governance;

●●

examining and testing the strategic goals of ECGD;

●●

advising on policies and strategies; providing advice on achieving policies set
by Ministers;
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●●

monitoring performance; assessing and monitoring enterprise-wide risks;

●●

approving accounting policies and the Annual Report and Accounts; and

●●

approving the remuneration of the Chief Executive and all other members of ECGD
staff in the Senior Civil Service.

The Board has a regular schedule of meetings throughout the year. The Board is
supported by two sub-committees, the Audit Committee and the Remuneration
Committee. Both are composed entirely of non-executive directors.
More information on ECGD’s governance arrangements is provided in the Governance
Statement on page 73, which was reviewed by the Management Board through its
Audit Committee.
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Export Guarantees Advisory Council Annual Report
2011-12
The Export Guarantees Advisory Council is a Non-Departmental
Public Body. The remit of the Council is defined by the Export
and Investment Guarantees Act 1991. Its Terms of Reference,
the minutes of meetings and a register of members’ interests
are available on ECGD’s website.
The Council’s broad remit is to provide advice to Ministers on the
policies that ECGD applies when doing business, particularly its
ethical policies related to:
●●

environmental, social and human rights impacts;

●●

anti-bribery and corruption;

●●

sustainable lending; and

●●

obligations under information legislation.

Ministers have a statutory duty to consult the Council on matters related to the
provision of reinsurance by ECGD to the private credit insurance market.
The Council does not provide advice on decisions ECGD makes to support individual
export transactions and projects, although it does carry out retrospective reviews of
business it has supported to understand how ECGD’s principles and policies are applied
in practice and, as appropriate, gives advice on how these might be further developed.
Chair
Andrew Wiseman (Partner, Head of Environmental Law, Stephenson Harwood LLP)
Members
Gillian Arthur (Head of Philanthropy Services, Sanne Group)
Alistair Clark (Corporate Director, Environment and Sustainability Department,
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development)
Alexandra Elson (Policy Manager, Shell Plc), from July 2011
Chris Fitzpatrick (Director, Elements of Sherwood Ltd; Non-Executive Director, UKTI),
from July 2011
Neil Holt (Director, Ethics and Business Conduct, CH2M HILL Group), from July 2011
John Newgas (Consultant, Sagwen Computer Consultancy)
Anna Soulsby (Associate Professor of Organisation Behaviour, Nottingham University
Business School)
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In May 2011, Martin Roberts and Paul Talbot stepped down from the Council having
served for periods of nine and seven years respectively. I would like to record my
thanks to them for their contribution to the work of the Council. In July 2011, I was
pleased to welcome three new members: Alexandra Elson, Chris Fitzpatrick and
Neil Holt.
The Council met four times during 2011-12. It also met the Minister for Trade and
Investment. At each of its meetings ECGD’s Chief Executive reported issues, new
initiatives and business supported that was relevant to the work of the Council. This
included policy matters, for example, the review of the international agreement, the
OECD Recommendation on Common Approaches on the Environment and Officially
Support Export Credits (the OECD Common Approaches), which regulates the way in
which official export credit agencies take account of environmental, social and human
rights (ESHR) impacts of projects they support.
It is the practice of the Council to meet with interested parties privately to help shape
its agenda and inform its work. During the year the Council met the World Wildlife
Fund UK (WWF-UK) and the British Exporters’ Association (BExA). Its meeting with
WWF-UK focused on a report produced by WWF-UK titled ‘Green Exports: Is the UK
Getting Left Behind’ which led the Council to examine ECGD’s engagement with
exporters of green technology. In this regard, the Council also received a briefing from
UK Trade and Investment, the Government’s trade promotion body, to understand how
ECGD and UKTI were working more closely, particularly in reaching out to exporters in
the green technology sector. The Council found that ECGD had undertaken a
significant amount of activity to make its products and services known to exporters
and trade bodies in this sector.
The Council examined a project (the supply by Rolls-Royce of power compressors to
Gazprom in Russia in connection with the Nordstream gas supply project) that ECGD
had supported in 2010-11. It was classified ‘Category A’ by ECGD, i.e. as a project
having potentially high ESHR impacts as defined by the OECD Common Approaches.
The Council reviewed the process by which the project had been screened, classified
and assessed by ECGD’s Environmental Advisory Unit (EAU) to determine that it met
international ESHR standards and the arrangements put in place at ECGD’s instigation
to monitor performance during the project’s construction and operational phases.
The Council was satisfied that ECGD had properly categorised the project and
benchmarked it against the Performance Standards of the International Finance
Corporation of the World Bank Group. The Council will follow up its review of the
monitoring arrangements on the project in due course in order to understand how
they have been operated in practice during the construction phase.
The Council considered matters related to the review of the OECD Common
Approaches being undertaken by member export credit agencies, including the scope
of the agreement, the arrangements to classify any new projects and the applicable
international standards. The Council was briefed on the concurrent review of the
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Performance Standards of the International Finance Corporation, which are cited as
relevant international standards in the OECD Common Approaches.
The Council had a remit from the Government to consider the outcome of the change
to ECGD’s policy, adopted in April 2010 following a Public Consultation, to follow
international agreements related to ethical policies which apply to the operation of
export credit agencies and not additionally create, and separately operate, its own
policies which go beyond those agreements. The change of policy meant that certain
export transactions, normally supported under ECGD’s Export Insurance Policy, and
projects under £10 million, for which ECGD support was sought, were no longer
normally reviewed by ECGD for their ESHR impacts. The Council considered a paper
produced by ECGD which documented the outturn of the change of policy to help
inform its advice, which was published on ECGD’s website. In the light of experience
following the policy change, the Council advised that it did not consider a review of
the change of policy was warranted. However, it requested to be consulted again in
2012-13 so that it could assess the impact further in view of the potential increase
in export transactions that might be supported by ECGD under the new short-term
products that it introduced in 2011.
The Council also reviewed the activities of the EAU during 2011. The Council noted
that the workload of the EAU had increased as a result of higher demand for ECGD
support and the increase in the number of projects that are subject to monitoring
after the provision of support. The Council noted that ECGD had increased the staff
resources of EAU and that arrangements had been made by it to obtain advice where
specialist knowledge was required or to assist managing peaks in workload. The
Council was impressed by the quality of the analysis and investigation carried out
by EAU staff to benchmark projects against international standards and in their
co‑operation with other export credit agencies in undertaking that work.
The Council carried out an annual review of the application of ECGD’s anti-bribery and
corruption policies taking account of its obligations under the OECD Recommendation
on Bribery and Officially Supported Export Credits. As part of that review, the Council
received a briefing from Neill Stansbury of the Global Infrastructure Anti-Corruption
Centre on recent changes to UK anti-bribery legislation and the development by the
British Standards Institute of a new British Standard (BS10500) for anti-bribery
management systems. The Council was briefed on how ECGD would take account
of these developments in its anti-bribery practices, including through staff
awareness training.
The Council reviewed ECGD’s handling of information requests made under the
Freedom of Information Act and the Environmental Information Regulations. The
Council noted that ECGD had received a significant number of information requests
during the year about sovereign debts owed to the UK by overseas countries, largely
related to the recovery of claims paid on exports it supported in the 1970s and 1980s.
The Council noted that some requests had required ECGD to seek the views of related
parties to help inform the decisions it took on whether the requested information
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could be released. This could have an adverse impact upon its ability to respond within
statutory and recommended time periods.
In the light of the concerns raised by the Jubilee Debt Campaign into past debts owed
by governments to ECGD, the Council reviewed ECGD’s stance on the recovery of old
debts and its approach to supporting new business with indebted poor countries.
The Council noted that the recovery of sovereign debts was dealt with on a multilateral
basis and examined the arrangements to deal with these through the auspices of the
Paris Club of official creditors. The Council reviewed the implementation by ECGD of
the OECD Principles and Guidelines to Promote Sustainable Lending Practices in the
Provision of Official Export Credits to Low Income Countries to applications for support
that it received for exports to countries subject to sustainable lending guidelines.
The Council noted that ECGD does not have delegated authority to support new
business to countries that fall within the remit of the sustainable lending principles,
as these are subject to approval by HM Treasury with advice from the Department for
International Development.
I thank ECGD for the support it provides to the work of the Council and its willingness
to supply the Council with all the information it requires to assist its deliberations.
The Council is also grateful for the information provided to it from time to time by
interested parties.

Andrew Wiseman
Chair
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Performance against Financial Objectives
ECGD derives its statutory authority from the Export and Investment Guarantees Act,
1991, as amended by the Industry and Exports (Financial Support) Act, 2009 (the Act).
ECGD exercises its powers under the Act with the consent of HM Treasury. In accordance
with this consent, ECGD has agreed with HM Treasury a range of financial objectives
and controls that are adopted by ECGD in administering its operations. ECGD reports
its performance in respect of these objectives and controls to HM Treasury on a
monthly basis.
Financial Objectives
Overall Summary: All targets were achieved throughout the year.
Financial Objectives on guarantee and insurance business issued since 1991
Objective and Description

Results

Maximum Commitment

Met

This measure places a cap on the maximum amount
of nominal risk exposure (that is, the total amount of
taxpayers’ money that may be put at risk by ECGD).

The highest recorded maximum
exposure in the year was £19.1 billion,
against a notional maximum
commitment of £25 billion (unadjusted
for foreign-exchange movements).

Risk Appetite Limit

Met

This limit places a constraint on ECGD’s appetite for risk
at the 99.1 percentile of ECGD’s estimated ten-year Loss
Distribution.

ECGD’s 99.1 percentile of the tenyear Loss Distribution did not exceed
£1.2 billion, against a notional
Risk Appetite Limit of £2.5 billion
(unadjusted for foreign-exchange
movement).

Reserve Index

Met

This index ensures that ECGD has accumulated, over time,
sufficient revenue to cover possible losses, to a 77.5 per
cent level of confidence

The reserve index did not fall below
3.80 in the year, against a target of
1.00.

Pricing Adequacy Index
This index tests whether over time ECGD earns sufficent
premium income to cover all its risk and operating costs.
It is measured over three different periods:
(i) Past Two Years and Present Financial Year:

Met
This index for 2011-12 was 1.60,
against a target of 1.00.

(ii) Previous, Present and Next Year:

Met
This index did not fall below 1.65,
against a monthly target of 1.00.
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Financial Objectives on guarantee and insurance business issued since 1991
(iii) Present Year and Next Two Years:

Met
This index did not fall below 1.63,
against a monthly target of 1.00.

Premium to Risk Ratio

Met

This measure ensures that each year ECGD charges
enough premium to cover the cost of risk, together with
a sufficient margin to contribute a material amount to
administrative costs.

This ratio did not fall below 2.30,
against a target of 1.35

Financial Objectives on the provision of Fixed Rate Export Financing (FREF)
Objective and Description

Results

All FREF Portfolios

Met

The interest rate risks arising from the FREF portfolios
(other than risks arising from Prepayment Optionality)
must be contained within agreed sensitivity limits.

There were no breaches of the
sensitivity limits.
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The Shareholder Executive is a body that reports to the Cabinet Secretary and is responsible for the oversight of Government-owned businesses.
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Sue Johnson was appointed to ECGD’s Management Board on 21/9/11. Prior to this she was a member of ECGD’s Executive Committee.
Sir Eric Peacock was appointed on a three year contract commencing 01/09/11.




















           
















            













 


 





















          





            




        











4

the banded, full time equivalent, annualised, total remuneration of the highest paid director in £’000
the median, full time equivalent total remuneration of the staff, excluding the highest paid director as at 31 March 2012 in £’s
6
the pay multiple (ratio) between the highest paid director and all other staff.
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The actuarial factors used to calculate CETVs were changed in 2011/12. The CETVs at 31/3/11 and 31/3/12 have both been calculated using the new
factors, for consistency. The CETV at 31/3/11 therefore differs from the corresponding figure in last year’s report which was calculated using the
previous factors.
8
Sue Johnson was appointed to ECGD’s Management Board on 21/9/11. Prior to this she was a member of ECGD’s Executive Committee.
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Glossary

Glossary
Amounts at Risk (AAR)
AAR is equivalent to the accounting term Contingent Liability. This represents the
unexpired portion of the total risks guaranteed by ECGD; thus AAR would normally be
less than Maximum Liability by the amount of expired risk, i.e. payment received or
the unutilised amount of a loan.
Arrangement, The
The OECD Arrangement on Officially Supported Export Credits, sometimes referred to
as “the Consensus”. This limits self-defeating competition on export credits among
members of the OECD who have undertaken that they will operate within these
guidelines when providing official support for export credits of two years or more. The
Arrangement covers all officially supported export credits except those for agricultural
produce and military equipment. Aircraft, ships, nuclear power plants, water and
renewable energy projects are subject to separate sector understandings.
Buyer Credit
A medium to long-term finance facility in which, normally, a 100 per cent
unconditional guarantee is given by ECGD to a UK bank. This is in respect of a loan
made available to an overseas borrower to finance a contract relating to the supply of
capital or semi-capital goods and for related services by a UK-based supplier to a
buyer in an overseas market.
Commitment
A case not yet the subject of an issued guarantee, but for which ECGD has
communicated its willingness, before a specified date and subject to conditions, to
provide support to the country, the buyer, the borrower, the exporter or the financial
institution.
Consolidated Fund
The government’s “current account”, operated by HM Treasury, through which pass
most government payments and receipts.
Consolidated Fund Excess Receipts (CFER)
CFER comprise receipts realised or recovered by ECGD in the process of conducting
services charged on public funds which are not authorised to be appropriated in aid of
expenditure, but which must be paid directly to the Consolidated Fund.
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Contract Bond
A bond, usually issued by a bank, which an exporter provides for the benefit of its
customer and which can be called without the agreement of the exporter or the
assessment of an independent third party.
Credit Default Swap (CDS)
A market instrument used to transfer credit risk.
Estimate
A statement of how much money the government needs in the coming financial year
and for what purpose(s), by which Parliamentary authority is sought for the planned
level of expenditure and receipts.
Expected Loss
A statistical estimate of the exposure expected to turn into claims that are
irrecoverable.
Export Credit Agencies (ECAs)
Institutions providing government-backed guarantees, insurance and sometimes
loans, covering commercial and political risks. Most industrialised nations have an
ECA, which is usually a national, public or publicly-mandated agency supporting
companies from its home country.
Financial Objectives
ECGD’s financial aim, which is the subject of an agreement with HM Treasury.
Fixed Rate Export Finance (FREF)
Finance for export contracts involving credit of two years or more provided by lending
banks at fixed interest rates determined under the Arrangement, and which is
guaranteed by ECGD and is the subject of interest equalisation. The finance could be
offered in pounds sterling and a range of standard currencies. Provision of nonstandard currencies had to be cleared by HM Treasury and the Bank of England.
Letter of Credit
A letter issued by a bank to another bank (especially one in a different country) to
serve as a guarantee for payments made to a specified person under specified
conditions in relation to a trade-related transaction.
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Overseas Investment Insurance (OII)
An ECGD scheme which provides a UK investor with insurance for up to fifteen years
against political risks in respect of a new investment overseas. It may also be available
to UK banks in respect of overseas lending, whether or not it is in connection with a UK
investment or export.
Premium Income
Consideration receivable for the issue of guarantees and insurance contracts that
become effective during the financial year. Premium income is stated both gross and
net of amounts ceded to other ECAs in the Accounts.
Provisions
Amounts which are set aside within ECGD’s Trading Accounts to allow for non-recovery
of claims already paid and of claims to be paid in the future.
SMEs
Small and medium-sized enterprises.
Spending Review
This sets Department Expenditure Limits (DEL) and plans Annually Managed
Expenditure (AME) for the following three years.
Supplier Credit
Credit given by a UK exporter to an overseas buyer. In such cases, the normal method
of financing the contract is for the bank to lend the exporter money and for the
exporter to repay, usually when it receives payment from the buyer after the agreed
credit period. ECGD can provide insurance for this finance under a SCF facility (see
below).
Supplier Credit Finance Facility (SCF)
An ECGD facility for the sale of semi-capital or capital goods on two or more years of
credit, providing finance to the supplier in the majority of cases without recourse.
Unexpected Loss
Unexpected Loss is a quantitative monetary measure of the potential ‘downside’ risk
(in excess of the Expected Loss) on a portfolio, country or on an individual exposure.
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Working Capital
The capital of a business which is used in its day-to-day trading operations, calculated
as the current assets minus the current liabilities.
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